
Dogtra 175NCP Dog Training Reviews 

Introduction 

 A comparison of features of the Dogtra 175NCP dog training with reviews of other e-collars 

proves it is the best dog trainer on the market. It is not surprising that so many have 

recommended Dogtra 175NCP dog training collars for basic obedience training of small to 

medium dogs. It is built to stand up to harsh conditions with excellent durability use. The e-

collar features the latest technology to make training much more effective than other brands. 

Included with the purchase of the unit is a rechargeable battery and water resistant 

transmitter. Dogtra NCP remote training collars have waterproof receivers and come complete 

with charger and extra contact points.  

The e-collar has a range of 400 yards; equivalent to one quarter mile. Purchase includes a 1 year 

manufacturer’s warranty. It is very easy to use with user friendly controls that don’t require 

complicated pre-programming. Among the other impressive features is the rheostat control 

that lets you perform 3 different stimulation types with a gradual increase or decrease as 

needed from 0 to 100.  

Features and Benefits 

Some key features of the Dogtra 175NCP training system include: 

1. In many Dogtra 175NCP dog training reviews owners have stated that the versatility of 
three types of stimulation is invaluable in training dogs of all temperaments. Since the 
Dogtra 175NCP is for smaller dogs this is helpful in deciding whether to use a quick burst 
with the nick button, a steady stimulation or vibration only with the page button is 
suitable. The pager feature can also be used for fast reminders or finesse training. 

2. The Dogma 175NCP has more than 3000 different industry codes. This feature 
eliminates any conflicts with codes in other electronic collars. 

3. Rechargeable Ni-MH batteries and a three color LED battery life indicator are both 
included with the unit. These features help take the worry and guesswork out of when it 
is time to recharge the battery.  

4. Charging the transmitter and receiver both at the same time is a great way to save time 
and the need to carry around extra equipment. 

5. Three button display is an easy to read design making it less complicated for people who 
are new to training to provide basic obedience training. 

Content and Product Specifications 

Package includes one each transmitter and receiver, splitter cable, owner’s manual and battery 
charger. Specifications for the Dogtra 175NCP are: 



 The rechargeable battery is 3.6 volts, 200mA NiMH 

 The weight of the collar is .25 lbs with the receiver 

 The collar length is .26” with receiver; .27” without receiver 

Pros 

1. There are numerous positive comments included in Dogtra 175NCP dog training reviews 
including it being the best price in the Dogtra 175NCP e-collar line. The dog unit is highly 
durable with excellent construction. This makes it a smart investment since it can be 
used to train many dogs over a period of time. 

2. The Dogtra 175NCP is very easy to clean for sanitary conditions for your pet. 
3. The unit is very easy to assemble and to store. 
4. The e-collar can be adjusted for both small and medium breeds. The collar is ¾” and can 

fit up to an 18” neck. 
5. The receiver is waterproof and the transmitter is water resistant which decreases the 

chance of damage to the unit. 
6. Many customers see quick results in their dog’s behavior within one week.  

Cons 

1. As with any product, Dogtra 175NCP dog training reviews include comments about what 
users did not find helpful. But by comparing the Dogtra 175NCP to popular dog collars 
these comments were few; such as it not being effective in training large dogs. 

2.  The 400 yard range may be too small of a range for people who have large property like 
farms or for dog training in parks. 

3. The unit is designed to train only one dog. People with more than one dog will need to 
purchase a separate unit for each dog. 

Conclusion 

Learn for yourself about the easy to use, humane way to train your dog,  Comparing comments 

about the Dogtra 175NCP with reviews of similar products proves it is the better choice. It 

comes with a one year warranty and is manufactured by a company with years of experience in 

behavior training equipment. This e-collar comes with everything needed to begin training a 

dog whether you just brought the dog home or have owned it for quite a while. Ask any owner 

of the Dogtra175 dog training for reviews of the product and they will tell you it is the system to 

use for best results.  

 


